
Global greening versus  
global warming 

Matt Ridley 



Why do I think the risk from global warming is being 
exaggerated? 

• Environmental predictions of doom almost always 
are;  

• the models have been consistently wrong for more 
than 30 years; 

• climate sensitivity is now known to be relatively low;  

• the climate science establishment has a vested 
interest in alarm. 



Failed Forecasts of Doom 
• the population explosion would be 

unstoppable; 
• global famine would be inevitable; 
• crop yields would fall; 
• a cancer epidemic caused by pesticides 

would shorten our lives; 
• the desert would advance; 
• rainforests would disappear; 
•  acid rain would destroy forests; 
• oil spills would worsen; 

• oil and gas would run out; 
• and so would most metals; 
• the Great Lakes would die; 
• dozens of bird and mammal species would 

become extinct each year; 
• a new ice age would begin; 
• Nanotechnology would run riot 
• GMOs would wreck ecosystems 
• Sperm counts would fall 
• Y2k 



0.03% 

0.04% 

Carbon dioxide levels 



Global Greening 



Global greening 

http://probing.vegetation.be/sites/default/files/pdf/dag1/1100-Ranga%20Myneni-myneni-probing-vegetation-talk-2.pdf 



14% greener over 30 years 
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Parts per million CO2 

The CO2 fertilisation effect 





Change in greenery, 1981-2011 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/grl.50563/abstract 

“Our work was able to tease-out the CO2 fertilization effect by using mathematical modeling 
together with satellite data adjusted to take out the observed effects of other influences such 
as precipitation, air temperature, the amount of light, and land-use changes.”   
–  R. Donohue, 2013 



• Percent change in leaf area index 1982-2015 



• Percent change in leaf area index 1982-2015 

“The greening over the past 33 years 
reported in this study is equivalent to 
adding a green continent about two 
times the size of mainland USA (18 
million km2).”  
 
Zaichun Zhu, Beijing University, 2016 





Crop Water Productivity 



https://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/10/3/424/htm 

Global greening 



Total annual monetary value of the direct CO2 
benefit on crop production for 45 crops 

http://www.co2science.org/education/reports/co2benefits/MonetaryBenefitsofRisingCO2onGlobalFoodProduction.pdf 





“By the influence of the increasing 
percentage of carbonic acid in the 
atmosphere, we may hope to enjoy 
ages with more equable and better 
climates.” 
 



Global Warming 



Ole Humlum, http://www.climate4you.com 

Global warming 



Ole Humlum, http://www.climate4you.com 

Global warming 

0.15C per decade over 39 years 



IPCC, FAR, 1990, Summary for Policymakers, p 1 



IPCC, FAR, 1990, Summary for Policymakers, p 1 





“For the period from 1998 to 2012, 111 
of the 114 available climate-model 
simulations show a surface warming 
trend larger than the observations” 
 
IPCC, AR5, 2015 



http://bobtisdale.files.wordpress.com/2014/05/figure-3.png 

Warming by latitude 

South Pole North Pole 

Equator 



Thermometer adjustments 



Impacts of climate change 



Tropical cyclones 



Drought 



Snow cover 



Sea level rise – 3.16 mm a year 
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Sea Ice 



https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4874420/ 



“Global area burned appears to have overall declined 
over past decades, and there is increasing evidence 
that there is less fire in the global landscape today 
than centuries ago.” 
 
Doerr and Santin 2016, Phil Trans Roy Soc 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4874420/ 



Healthier 



Global deaths from droughts, floods and storms 



UNEP’s “disappeared” forecast 



"Humanity is sitting on a time bomb. If the 
vast majority of the world's scientists are 
right, we have just ten years to avert a 
major catastrophe that could send our 
entire planet's climate system into a tail-
spin of epic destruction involving extreme 
weather, floods, droughts, epidemics and 
killer heat waves beyond anything we 
have ever experienced - a catastrophe of 
our own making.” 
 
 Al Gore 2006 



Failed climate forecasts 
• malaria would increase 
• snow would become a thing of the past 
• hurricanes/cyclones would get worse 
• droughts would get worse 
• the Arctic sea ice would be gone by 2013 
• glacier retreat would accelerate 
• sea level rise would accelerate 
• the Gulf Stream would fail 
• 50m climate refugees by 2010 



Luke-warming 



Climate 
change is 
real and 
dangerous 

Climate 
change is 
not 
happening 

Climate 
change is 
real and 
NOT 
dangerous 

Lukewarming 



http://www.springerlink.com/content/f296645337804p75/fulltext.html#CR11 

A range of possible outcomes 



“Even the vaunted scientific consensus around climate 
change — which largely rests on fundamental physics that 
has been well understood for more than a century — 
applies only to a narrow claim about the discernible 
human impact on global warming. The minute you get into 
questions about the rate and severity of future impacts, or 
the costs of and best pathways for addressing them, no 
semblance of consensus among experts remains.”  
Professor Daniel Sarewitz, Professor of science and society 
at Arizona State University 



“Even the vaunted scientific consensus around climate 
change — which largely rests on fundamental physics that 
has been well understood for more than a century — 
applies only to a narrow claim about the discernible 
human impact on global warming. The minute you get into 
questions about the rate and severity of future impacts, or 
the costs of and best pathways for addressing them, no 
semblance of consensus among experts remains.”  
Professor Daniel Sarewitz, Professor of science and society 
at Arizona State University 



46 

Only one scenario is dangerous –  
and then only with high sensitivity 

Lewis and Crok 2013 



Renewables 
Hydro 
Nuclear 
Gas 
Oil 
 
 
Coal 
 
 
Biomass 

RCP 8.5 
Global energy 
assumptions 





http://blogs-images.forbes.com/warrenmeyer/files/2014/02/2013-Version-3-Climate-talk1.png 



http://blogs-images.forbes.com/warrenmeyer/files/2014/02/2013-Version-3-Climate-talk2.png 



https://landshape.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/climate_sensitivity5.png 

Sensitivity 
in models 
2.6-4.1C 

Climate 
sensitivity 



“The findings of the Resplandy et al paper 
were peer reviewed and published in the 
world’s premier scientific journal and were 
given wide coverage in the English-speaking 
media. Despite this, a quick review of the first 
page of the paper was sufficient to raise 
doubts as to the accuracy of its results. Just a 
few hours of analysis and calculations, based 
only on published information, was sufficient 
to uncover apparently serious (but surely 
inadvertent) errors in the underlying 
calculations.” 
 
Nic Lewis, 6 Nov 2018 
 
 



Natural climate change 



Jakobshavn isbrae, Greenland: 
retreating since 1850 

http://www.buffalo.edu/content/dam/www/news/imported/hires/jakobs_retreat1.jpg 

1850 1950 

2010 



Polar Ural tree-line 18 non-tree-ring proxies  

Loehle, C. and J.H. McCulloch. 2008. Energy and Environment, 19, 93-100 

Medieval Warm Period 



https://calderup.wordpress.com/2010/05/06/warming-of-greenland/ 

The past 10,000 years in Greenland 
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Scepticism 





“In the APS it is ok to discuss 
whether the mass of the proton 
changes over time and how a 
multi-universe behaves, but the 
evidence of global warming is 
incontrovertible?” 
 
Professor Ivar Giaever, resigning 
from the American Physical Society, 
2011 



“I looked at 73 climate models 
going back to 1979 and every 
single one predicted more 
warming than happened in 
the real world.” 
 
John Christy, University of 
Alabama, Huntsville 



“If you fund scientists to find evidence of 
something, they will be happy to find it for you. For 
over 20 years we have been funding them to find 
evidence of the human influence on climate. And 
they dutifully found it everywhere, hiding under 
every rock, glacier, ocean, and in every cloud, 
hurricane, tornado, raindrop, and snowflake. So, 
just tell scientists 20% of their funds will be 
targeted for studying natural sources of climate 
change. They will find those, too.” 
 
Roy Spencer, NASA 



“Motivated by the 
precautionary principle to avoid 
dangerous anthropogenic 
climate change, attempts to 
modify the climate through 
reducing CO2 emissions may 
turn out to be futile.” 
 
Professor Judith Curry,  
Georgia Tech 



"The IPCC process is related 
to environmental activism, 
politics and 
opportunism…The IPCC 
process is unrelated to 
science” 
 
Ian Plimer, University of 
Melbourne 



“I have been put under such an enormous 
group pressure in recent days from all over 
the world that has become virtually 
unbearable to me. If this is going to 
continue I will be unable to conduct my 
normal work and will even start to worry 
about my health and safety. I see therefore 
no other way out therefore than resigning 
from GWPF.” 
 
Professor Lennart Bengtsson 2014 



“An implausible conjecture backed by false 
evidence and repeated incessantly has become 
politically correct ‘knowledge,’ and is used to 
promote the overturn of industrial civilization. 
What we will be leaving our grandchildren is not a 
planet damaged by industrial progress, but a 
record of unfathomable silliness as well as a 
landscape degraded by rusting wind farms and 
decaying solar panel arrays. False claims about 
97% agreement will not spare us, but the 
willingness of scientists to keep mum is likely to 
much reduce trust in and support for science.”  
 
Richard Lindzen 2018. 

Richard S. Lindzen was Alfred P. 
Sloan Professor of Meteorology 
at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology until his retirement 
in 2013. 



“The improver of natural knowledge absolutely 
refuses to acknowledge authority, as such. For 
him, scepticism is the highest of duties; blind 
faith the one unpardonable sin.”  
 
Thomas Henry Huxley 



“Science is the belief in the 
ignorance of experts.” 
 
Richard Feynman 1966 



Why it matters 



Renewistan… 
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Turning food into fuel 



A global poll 



A global poll 





The End 


